Reality Round The World
8 November 2021

To continue my plunge into the darkest depths of negativity, doom, gloom & censorship, I ask
The Committee to address several moving parts of human societies, now being reported around
the world. If you are averse to the dark gloom this website has chosen over these past few years,
you may click away now; farewell. If however you wish to spelunk along with the shit I always
seem to channel, bring along your toilet roll. Let's all go below and get dirty.
Q:
Esteemed Committee, to what extent are deaths from the corona virus vaccines being
covered up? How about infections, new cases, patients hospitalized and deaths resulting?
C:
The severe side effects and deaths are not being concealed, the deaths are reported. The
connection to the vaccine is not being examined, intentionally. The reporters who might ask this,
are not. New cases, positive tests, hospital treatments and deaths are being emphasized.
Q:
The continued push for the vaccine is being done why?
C:
Avoidance of political downfall. If vaccine requirements, commands and orders are
withdrawn, this will have a double bad effects on authorities mandating them. The supporters
who both like the shot and like its imposition upon fellow citizens to ensure their own well
being, will perceive a retraction as capitulation. They will turn away from a current elected
official to favor another who promises to extend vaccine orders, penalties for insubordination
and restrictions in general. To detractors, the dropping of such restrictions will fuel the
arguments that detractors have been correct.
Q:
Two states in the USA had recent governor elections, in one of the states the votes are
still being counted five or six days later. The complaints of ballot fraud are everywhere. In the
other state, the voters switched parties. Is manipulation of the voter count a part of either
election?
C:
Yes, both. In the one state a week to count has been required. This says more than we
can. In the other state, both sides attempted vote manipulation, however the efforts were
insufficient by either camp to change what voters decided.
Q:
It seems as if the internal, inside-his-political party efforts to damage the USA's 46th
president have begun. Reports say the Duchess of Cornwall has been mentioning regularly the
USA president's embarrassing public flatulence in her presence. I cannot see how the current
political opposition could get away with invoking the Prince of Wales' wife. Is this being done to
soften up the US population in advance of Joe Biden’s departure from office?
C:
Of course, this was the plan from the outset of the presidential campaign in late 2019.
Q:
Is the party-in-power right now maneuvering to make the Oval Office changes, with a
goal to help their position in the elections next November?
C:
Yes. The USA's 46th president has proven useful and obedient, according to plan. The
perception is, that usefulness is drawing to a close; his continuance in office will unbalance the
benefit to be gained against the liability it costs. Soon Kamala Harris will step in.
Q:
Given a woman Commander-in-Chief of the USA's armed forces, will enemies and
adversaries take advantage, if they perceive the current Vice President to lack male resolve to
use force?

C:
In general, this would be the case, however the Armed Forces of the USA will act in their
own interests and for national self-defense before allowing themselves or the USA to be put at a
military disadvantage. The approach will be, beg forgiveness instead of asking permission.
Q:
C:

A military threat is unlikely to be mounted?
Against the USA, no. Against other countries the USA might protect or defend, yes.

Q:
C:

Is Donald Trump really going to run for president again?
Yes and he will be elected again, for a third time.

Q:
Between now and then, a lot of things are going to happen worldwide, all the dark stuff
one of our readers loves to hate & hates to love, but for which said reader returns regularly. Will
such events hurt or help Trump politically?
C:
Help considerably. General government inability to manage or improve circumstances
and situations resulting from Shift Changes will push voters towards perceived competence.
Even Mr. Trump's detractors will concede Mr. Trump's competence, if such admission is
believed to produce no social damage to such detractor.
What will emerge is overall government ineptitude before circumstances and events no
government can prevent or manage. No one or several leaders can change this; the challenge is
for the many constituent voters to lower expectations of & from government.
Q:
Consumer economies and culture in the USA have grown most unhappy with logistics
backlogs and delays, even as the pandemic issues are largely over. Are these things going to
improve anytime soon, shelves soon to be re-stocked to levels of plenty most Americans assume
is baseline normality?
C:
Yes, temporarily. As most consumers know, the shop, store or restaurant they like to
visit, where the food, drink or item they seek is available and at a price they like, exists because
of many consumers who vote for that shop with their cash. All such businesses have a base, fixed
cost to operate. When demand for many goods and many services drops to a point where the
basic operating cost cannot be covered, much less produce a profit, that operation will cease. Too
many consumers worldwide are not accustomed to this; they see the closure of a business
coming about because of vigorous competition, the availability of what consumers want being at
least maintained or even enhanced. Even more is usually offered, at better prices in some cases.
Q:
We're supposed to be dealing with worldwide issues, so far the Q&A seems excessively
USA-centric; I am to blame because my questions are. Let's get global. Is China really planning
to seize control of Taiwan?
C:
Yes. The risk of armed conflict with the USA, which includes the cost of battle and
losing, is being carefully measured. Such confrontation will not occur. The recent press reports
that a USA General telephoned counterparts in China to say they would be warmed if a nuclear
weapons attack against them were being prepared by the 45th president, such telephone calls
were made for other reasons. The first was to gain favor for that Army general with the incoming
politicians but the greater purpose was to warn & caution China in general. The Chinese know
full well that no warning before such attack would come, and China would be nearly powerless
to stop it. China knows USA military leaders will not act without civilian commands to do so.
Q:

Is Russia really using its oil & gas exports as a tool against Europe? Using this as

leverage to extract what Russia wants?
C:
They always have. The Europeans are free to get the crude oil products and natural gas
from elsewhere, the issue at the moment being price. Russia knows this and so goes the
capitalism condition, free choice in voluntary exchanges. When fuel prices begin to skyrocket,
this issue will be nearly immediately forgotten.
Q:
The clear skies last night showed the crescent moon near very bright Venus, looking a lot
like a minaret on a mosque, or a Muslim Flag. You all told me this is a signal, a harbinger or a
sign of November, 2021 events.
C:
It is. Watch the headlines.
Q:
Australia is now allowing international travel more but maintaining travel restrictions
between states. This seems counter-intuitive.
C:
You are not enjoying the exercise of power and you likely would not be given such
opportunity.
Q:
Is Australia really being used as a test bed for greater restrictions, controls and general
oppression?
C:
Yes.
Q:
Shouldn't we all just send light and love to one another, and feel free to seek abundance,
to remain grounded and to promote healing and synchronicity?
C:
This mocking sarcasm does not suit you.
Q:
Since we just touched on Australia, it seems to be that the ostrich approach to things
could be best.
C:
For the ostrich or human who prefers the ways of the ostrich, possibly. Bear in mind, this
will beget the life of an ostrich, including ostrich eggs along the way. Few of you wish this.
Q:
C:

Is denial of, by means of escape from or criticism aimed at reality, a better way to go?
No, but it can feel good for a few moments.

Q:
C:

I expect reader questions, comments or remarks and do ask that you respond.
With pleasure, always an honor. Be well one and all as you ask us.

